RUSSIA:

WITH THREE MIGHTY RUSSIAN ARMIES STEAMROLLING ACROSS CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN POLAND THE CITIES OF EASTERN GERMANY ARE QUAKING WITH FEAR. THE GERMAN FORCES NEWSPAPER SAYS "THAT THE WRETCHED BATTLE IN THE EAST HAS GROWN MORE WRETCHED STILL," THE BERLIN NEWSPAPER SAYS THAT "THE DECISIVE FACTOR IS THE PRESERVATION OF GERMAN FORCES TO ACT AS A DAM AGAINST THE SOVIET FLOOD."

ON A FRONT OF 300 MILES IN CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN POLAND THREE RUSSIAN ARMIES HAVE SMASHED THROUGH FIXED GERMAN DEFENSES AND ARE SNAPPING UP GERMAN COMMUNICATION AND SUPPLY CENTERS AND MAILING GERMAN RESERVES AS THEY MOVE UP TO THE FRONT. WITH CLEAR SKIES TODAY THOUSANDS OF RED PLANES HAVE BEEN OUT BLASTING GERMAN TROOP AND TANK CONCENTRATIONS ALONG THE RACING RUSSIAN COLUMNS. NORTHEAST OF WARSAW, IVAN KONEV'S FIRST UKRAINIAN ARMY IN FOUR DAYS HAS BROKEN THROUGH THREE DEFENSE LINES AND HAS SMASHED AHEAD FOR 25 MILES ON A 60 MILE FRONT. KOKOSOVSKY'S FORCES IN TWO DAYS HAD DESTROYED 370 GUNS AND 200 TANKS. THE KORETS FRONT WAS LAST REPORTED TO HAVE TAKEN 500 PLACES AND WAS WITHIN 23 MILES OF THE SOUTHERN BORDER OF EAST PRUSSIA.

MARSHALL ZHUKOV'S SECOND WHITE RUSSIAN ARMY IN ITS OFFENSIVE SOUTH OF WARSAW HAS DRIVEN AHEAD MORE THAN 50 MILES. THE BASE OF ZHUKOV'S SALIENT IS 80 MILES WIDE. RUSSIAN TROOPS ON THIS FRONT WERE REPORTED WITHIN 40 MILES OF LODZ, SECOND CITY OF POLAND. IT WAS REPORTED EARLY THIS EVENING THAT ZHUKOV'S MEN HAD CAPTURED TOWN, 20 MILES FROM LODZ. IT WAS ZHUKOV'S WHITE RUSSIAN TROOPS WHO CAPTURED WARSAW. THEY FOUND THE CITY SHATTERED WITH NO SIGNS OF RESIDENCE IN THE CENTER OF THE CITY.

MARSHALL IVAN KONEV'S SPECTACULAR FIRST UKRAINIAN ARMY YESTERDAY KEPT UP ITS AMAZING ADVANCE IN THE SOUTHERN POLAND AND CAPTURED THE BIG CITY OF CZESTOCHOWA. NOTHING HAS BEEN HEARD OF KONEV'S VANGUARDS SINCE THEY CAPTURED CZESTOCHOWA AND A BRITISH CORRESPONDENT IN MOSCOW SAYS IT IS POSSIBLE THAT KONEV'S MEN HAD COVERED THE LAST 15 MILES TO THE BORDER OF SILESIA AND MARCHED ALREADY OPERATING IN GERMANY. MARSHALL KONEV'S TROOPS MOVED FROM 20 TO 30 MILES YESTERDAY AND WHEN THEY REACHED CZESTOCHOWA'S OUTSKIRTS, THEY RAN INTO THICK GERMAN MINESFIELDS. UNDAUNTED, THE REDS SWEEP AROUND THE CITY AND TOOK THE GERMANS BY SURPRISE. KONEV'S LEFT FLANK IS LESS THAN 50 MILES SOUTH OF LODZ. THE GERMANS REPORTED TODAY THAT KONEV'S MEN HAD ENTERED THE OUTSKIRTS OF CZESTOCHOWA. LUBLIN RADIO REPORTED THAT THE BIG CITY HAD FALLEN BUT THIS WAS NOT CONFIRMED BY MOSCOW. IN SIX DAYS THE GREAT RUSSIAN ADVANCE HAS SWEEP THROUGH 2000 CITIES, TOWNS AND VILLAGES. IN THE CITY OF BUDAPEST THE RUSSIANS HAVE TAKEN ANOTHER 7000 PRISONERS.

BELGIUM:

THE NEW BRITISH SECOND ARMY ATTACK NORTH OF GEILENKIRCHEN HAS GAINED UP TO 4000 YARDS ON A LIMITED FRONT. THE BRITISH HAVE TAKEN FOUR TOWNS SINCE THEY STARTED THEIR ATTACK, MOSQUITOS ARE OPERATING AHEAD OF THE GROUND FORCES ATTACKING GERMAN STRONG POINTS. AMERICAN FIRST ARMY FORCES IN THE ARDENNES HAVE MADE MORE GAINS NORTH AND NORTHEAST OF ST VITH. FIRST ARMY TROOPS HAVE CAPTURED THE TOWN OF VILLERSEL. THIRD ARMY FORCES ON THE SOUTHERN FLANK OF THE SALIENT HAVE TAKEN A VILLAGE EAST OF BASTOGNE AND ARE REPORTED TO HAVE CROSSED THE SAAR RIVER NEAR THE LUXEMBOURG TOWN OF DIERICH. IN NORTHERN ALSACE THE GERMANS HAVE BEEN ERECTING STRONG PRESSURES NORTH OF STRASBOURG AND NORTH OF THE HAGUENAU FOREST.

AMERICAN HEAVY BOMBS HAVE BEEN OVER GERMANY AGAIN TODAY. HEAVIES RETURNED TO THE GERMAN CITY OF MAGDEBURG AGAIN LAST NIGHT.
ENGLAND:
Mr. Churchill has called the battle of the Ardennes "the greatest American battle of the war" and said that Britain had only a corps engaged in the fighting there. The British Prime Minister announced that Britain had more than 100 divisions operating in the different theatres of war.

ITALY:
There has been no change in the ground fighting in Italy. Bad weather kept Allied heavy bombers grounded but other planes made more than 1,000 sorties yesterday.

PACIFIC:
American troops on Luzon Island have extended their right flank by 17 miles. MacArthur's forces have continued to move towards Manila without meeting any great Japanese resistance.

FRANCE:
In a broadcast last night, General de Gaulle said that a new French army was being formed for what he called "the decisive clashes of next spring and summer."